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1 ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to increase the capabilities of the Charger Rocket
Works team and the Propulsion Research Center through the acquisition of an XWinder filament winding system. The project was expected to lead to an overall
reduction in cost of the Student launch system while increasing the team’s ability to
recover from catastrophic launches and landings. The team's goals included:
1) Planning the purchasing and facility layout for the X-Winder
2) Preparing the facility for X-Winder installation
3) Assembling the X-Winder
4) Producing a demonstration filament wound tube
Items 1 and 2 were accomplished in the Fall 2017 semester. Items 3 and 4 were
delayed due to a 4-month gap between the team placing the order and the X-Winder
arriving. A smaller demonstration body tube was made due to unforeseen
complications with the mandrel. The team has identified a variety of potential
improvements to the winding processes while solving several challenges that
occurred while preparing for the first wind. Specifically, the connection between the
mandrel and supporting drill chucks as well as the tension and centering of the
filament can be improved in the future.
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1

COMPOSITE MATERIALS BASICS

Composite materials are frequently used in aerospace applications due to their high
strength and low weight. Composite materials generally consist of some type of
fiber, such as carbon fiber or fiberglass, embedded in a matrix material like epoxy
as shown in Figure 1.

Matrix
Fiber
Figure 1. Typical Composite Material Cross-Section

Specific applications of composite materials that are useful within aerospace are
rocket body tubes, airfoils, and nosecones.
2.2

FILAMENT WINDING

Filament winding is a fabrication method used to manufacture parts out of
composite materials where continuous fiber filament is pulled through an epoxy
resin bath and wound around a mandrel. This process can be used to easily make
both simple cylinders for rocket body tubes and more complex geometries such as
nosecones and airfoils.
2.3

X-WINDER DESCRIPTION

The X-Winder is a desktop filament winder commonly used by small businesses and
universities to manufacture filament wound composite parts. X-Winder provides
two different X-Winder options: a 2-axis model and a 4-axis model. The 2-axis model
only has two axes of movement and can only fabricate tube-shaped parts; this works
for manufacturing body tubes, but not more complex geometries. The 4-axis model
has four axes of movement and can fabricate more complex geometries such as
nosecones, domes, body tubes, and airfoils but is limited to convex shapes. The 4axis model was chosen due to its increased capabilities and is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. X-Winder 4-axis Model1

2.4

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project was to acquire, install, and begin testing a 4-axis XWinder at the Propulsion Research Center to act as fundamental manufacturing
tool for future research. The team completed this objective by ordering the XWinder and all components needed to use it, preparing a location in the PRC
workshop to install the X-Winder, assembling and calibrating the system,
developing an operations manual, and fabricating a test article. However, the test
article created consisted of only hoop wound layers as opposed to the multi-angle
layers required for the majority of applications. Significant progress has been made
to operating the X-Winder at full functionality, but further work is required to
achieve its full operation potential.

3 BENEFIT ANALYSIS
In-house manufacturing of composite, filament wound structural components
provides a variety of benefits to future Student Launch teams and to other research
projects at the PRC and the university. The X-winder has potential to reduce
Student Launch expenditures, allow teams to recover more quickly from partial or
total vehicle loss, and offer an opportunity for students to gain hands on experience
with modern composite material fabrication.

1

X-Winder, “4-Axis Model 4X-23.” X-Winder LCC, 2018. http://www.xwinder.com/4-axis-model-4x23/
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3.1

COST

The primary use of the X-Winder will be to fabricate rocket body tubes for the
NASA Student Launch competition. This capability offers long term overall project
cost reduction for future Student Launch/MAE 490-403 students. During a typical
project launch teams fabricate one or two subscale rockets and two full scale
rockets. Multiple rockets are typically built in order for the team to be able recover
from catastrophic events requiring a rebuild of the rocket. This redundancy
requires keeping spare parts on hand in order to maintain the project schedule. A
cost recovery analysis was conducted assuming typical project requirements for
airframe body tubes in a Student Launch project. For this analysis, it was assumed
that tubes would use 3 layers, and that 12 ft. of 4 in. diameter body tube and 20 ft.
of 6 in. diameter body tube are required each year. Additionally, this analysis
assumes that all consumables, including epoxy, filament, gloves, and cleaning
supplies will need to be purchased each year for the in-house fabricated body tubes.
If carbon fiber body tubes are used, the X-Winder will pay for itself in two years of
use. Fiberglass tubes take 6 years to see a return on investment2, but many projects
use a combination of both. If more tubes are made, the breakeven point will occur
sooner. The money saved can be put towards more advanced payloads or toward
more iterations of prototype parts.

Figure 3. Carbon Fiber Tube Cost Comparison

2

Cost of commercial tubes from MadCow Rocketry: https://www.madcowrocketry.com/
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Figure 4. Fiberglass Tube Cost Comparison

3.2

SCHEDULE

The Student Launch competition occurs over the span of 8 months, but the final
vehicle typically must be finished and flown by the Flight Readiness Review which
is typically one month before the competition date. Thus, the two week lead time on
commercial body tubes represents 7.14% of the total project duration where little
fabrication work can be done. If this shipping time is applied to the subscale as well,
almost 15% of the project duration is spent waiting on parts to arrive. While this
lead time can be accounted for in the project scheduling for the initial build phase, it
can be absolutely devastating when trying to recover from a catastrophic event.
Without filament winding capabilities, the only way to ensure recovery capability is
to purchase additional body tube material. This quickly turns into a budget and
storage space issue. With the X-Winder, most parts can be fabricated in one day.
This would allow for an entire rocket to be rebuilt in 3-4 days. Additionally, the
most critical or post processing intensive parts can be produced first, further
reducing the length of the critical path.
3.3

EXPERIENCE

Students gaining hands on experience with modern composites manufacturing will
benefit them in a competitive job market. As mentioned in the introduction,
composites are becoming more and more commonplace in the aerospace industry
due to their high strength to weight ratio. Students with a combination of
theoretical and hands on experience manufacturing and integrating composite
components will be more attractive to potential employers.
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4 ACQUISITION
Full assembly and development of a filament winder workstation required the
acquisition of the X-Winder system, the equipment required for assembly, the
supporting hardware and software, as well as the consumable materials required to
begin producing and processing filament wound composites.
The only components required for the system, but not included with the prepackaged X-Winder hardware, were extruded aluminum long bars, which dictate
the length of body tube that can be manufactured. These long bars can be ordered to
any specified length. The team chose eight feet in length which would allow for
manufacturing of body tubes that meet length requirements for all previous rockets
fabricated by UAH for the Student Launch Competition.
The team submitted the project and budget proposal on October 20th, 2017. The
proposed date to receive parts was November 10th, 2017 with assembly beginning
November 13th, 2017. However, funding availability delayed parts order until
February 2018.
The majority of the parts arrived shortly after the order date, but a couple of the
key components were either incorrect or extremely delayed. Grainger shipped the
team threaded rods instead of extruded aluminum long bars. Customer service was
contacted, and the correct parts were quickly shipped to the team. The largest delay
in parts acquisition was the shipment of the X-Winder system, which was required
for assembly. The parts for the X-Winder system were not shipped until March
19th, 2018 and were received by the team on March 22, 2018.
4.1

BUDGET BREAKDOWN

In order to develop the financial scope of the project, a complete budget was
assembled. The summarized budget (Table 1) was been broken down into two
sections, Required Items (Table 2) and Desired Items (Table 3). The required items
were items that were necessary for the assembly and operation of the filament
winder and the Desired Items were items that would facilitate the manufacturing
process. The miscellaneous category factors in the cost of shipping and other
unspecified costs and is calculated as 10% of the sum of the Required and Desired
costs. Ultimately all the Required and Desired components were purchased and
acquired.
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4.2

SECONDARY EQUIPMENT

Aside from the main X-Winder system, many secondary components are required
for operation. For the initial build in this project, a mandrel consisting of the
cardboard tube with a threaded rod and plastic end plates was fabricated. The end
plates were created on a 3D printer with a lip to constrain the cardboard mandrel.
The threaded rods keep the end plates in tension and connected to the blue tube.
The X-Winder chucks clamp directly to the threaded rod.
A dell laptop, eight-foot table, toolbox, and tools were acquired with their sole
purpose in the PRC, to be paired with the X-Winder to ensure it can always be run.
The laptop runs the main X-Winder program, allows for calibration, and is the main
workstation for filament winding purposes.
A heat gun, heat gun stand, heat gun flat tip, and heat gun safety cage were
purchased to accelerate curing the composites after winding. While the composites
can be cured at room temperature, the heat gun can reduce the cure time from 2024 hours to 6-8 hours. The heat gun attaches to the X-Winder’s carriage and is
moved back and forth along the long axis of the mandrel while rotating the wound
component. This ensures even heating across the entire composite as the epoxy
cures.
A wet saw was purchased for post processing of filament wound composites. The
end of a body tube, nose cone, or other component that is filament wound will often
have undesirable edge shapes. Conventional saws and cutting equipment are easily
damaged by composite materials and will eject harmful fiber fragments or particles
into the air. The wet saw eliminates both problems as its blade is meant to cut hard
materials, and a stream of water is directed at the cutting surface to eliminate any
debris ejection and help with cooling.
4.3

CONSUMABLES

Due to the nature of the process, there are many consumables associated with
filament winding. While all these materials will have to be replenished at some
point, the team acquired enough material for producing test pieces as well as usable
components.
Two types of fiber were researched: fiberglass and carbon fiber. Carbon fiber has the
advantage of a high strength to weight ratio, while fiberglass allows for a costeffective alternative, for components with less strict weight requirements. West
Systems two-part epoxy with a slow hardener was purchased to be used as the
matrix. This epoxy has a 40-50 minute work time and can be cured in 6-8 hours
using the heat gun.
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The two part epoxy, once mixed, can set very quickly and be difficult to clean up.
Due to the glue-like nature of epoxy, any tools used to mix the substance should be
disposable. The cups and popsicle sticks will be single use items for mixing the twopart epoxy. The cleaning wipes will be used to quickly clean up any spills or drops to
ensure no epoxy is hardened on a surface that is not a composite. The latex gloves
will be worn by any person working with the epoxy resin to ensure that no harm is
caused to them.
Shrink tape, receipt tape, and packing tape are used to help compress the
composite, act as a release layer, and keep the epoxy from adhering to the mandrel.
The receipt paper is wrapped around the mandrel first to act as a low friction
barrier to prevent the epoxy from adhering to the mandrel and allow for easy
removal of the component. Packing tape is wrapped around the receipt paper and
acts as a barrier to keep the epoxy resin from adhering to the mandrel. The shrink
tape will be wrapped around the outside of the filament wound composite to
compress it, removing as much epoxy resin as possible, increasing the strength to
weight ratio, and reducing the chance of having imperfections or voids in the
composite.

5 INSTALLATION
Once the X-winder arrived in late March, the team began completing the various
tasks required to install the machine. The team cleared an area for the X-Winder
Work Bench, cut the long bars to 8 ft. length, and assembled the filament winder
from its base parts. Once complete, the team verified that the limit switches and
various motors were operational and calibrated the X-winder.
5.1

FACILITY LAYOUT AND PREPARATION

A composite winding area was set up in the PRC workshop. The X-winder station
required an area of 12ft. x 8 ft. of open floor space. To make room, two tables
containing a variety of machinery and three drill presses were relocated to another
area of the room and replaced with an 8 ft. metal table, purchased for the project.
The following figure shows the workroom after all the various equipment had been
moved and the X-Winder station was installed.
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Figure 5. X-Winder Station

5.2

ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the X-winder was a fairly straightforward process. The X-winder
arrived in an assortment of small, prepackaged boxes, each labeled according to its
purpose. The team took these and assembled the filament winder according to the
instructions. Unfortunately, several parts to the x-winder were left out when they
were initially shipped, including parts integral to the construction of the extruder
head. This piece had to be re-ordered and was received the following week.
5.3

CALIBRATION

After the X-winder was assembled, it needed to be calibrated. The purpose of this
calibration is to teach the X-winder the length of the longbars, the gear ratio at
which to spin the mandrel, to recognize which limit switch is connected to which
motor, and to set the max current draw of the X-winder. The X-winder community
has a series of videos detailing the calibration process, and the team followed them
closely. The X-winder is first switched into manual mode and then the setup wizard
is opened. Then, each of the stepper motors was briefly operated in order to assign
each control board to its respective motor. Once each control board has been
assigned a motor, the mandrel gear ratio was set. As suggested by the video, our
gear ratio was set to be 6.8:1. Following this, the mandrel was calibrated by
marking the mandrel visibly and powering the motor until 10 counter-clockwise
rotations have been completed. Next, the carriage was calibrated. The carriage was
moved to its farthest left position. Following this, the distance from the carriage to
the limit switch was input manually. Then the carriage traveled that distance to
confirm the distance to the limit switch. This completes the setup wizard and leads
to the inputting of a max amperage and carriage amperage. Both of these were set
to a value of 2, and then the team returned to the main menu. On the main menu,
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each of the motor controllers lit up with green boxes, signaling that the calibration
was completed and winding could begin.

6 X-WINDER OPERATION
Composite structures may be fabricated by winding filament around either a
removable mandrel or a non-removable mandrel. If a removable mandrel is used,
receipt paper or a similar product is used to allow the finished composite part to
slide off the mandrel. Packing tape is then used to keep the receipt paper on the
mandrel. As the filament is wound around the body tube resin, generally epoxy is
applied to the filament. There are several types of resin that can be used which vary
in strength, curing time, and price. After winding is complete heat shrink tape is
wrapped around the part to compress the resin into the fibers and decrease curing
time of the epoxy. The part is then cured at room temperature or accelerated
through heating. A wet saw can be used to cut completed parts to specific sizes but
is not required.
6.1

OVERVIEW OF WINDING PROCESS
1. Build the design of the wind utilizing the X-Winder software shown in Figure
6. Multiple parameters can be set such as wind speed, winding angles,
number of layers, as well as the pre- and post-winding processes such as
receipt paper, packing tape, and heat shrink tape winding and heat gun
treatment.
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Figure 6. X-Winder Software Window

2. If using a removable mandrel, tape one end of the receipt paper to the end of
the mandrel at a 45 degree angle. The operator should then follow the
carriage with the receipt paper as it translates across the mandrel while it
spins. Tension should be kept on the receipt paper to ensure a smooth and
uniform wind. Once this is complete the same process should be done with
packing tape.
3. Feed the fiber through the winding head and prepare the resin bath. After
this step is complete, the X-Winder is ready to begin winding.
4. Start the build through the X-Winder software. This is done by pressing the
build or play button in the program window. During the winding process the
build can be paused and resumed at any time in case issues occur. The XWinder will then move to its starting position and await confirmation to
begin the build.
5. Pull the filament tight and tape it to the mandrel. It is recommended to tape
the filament so that it is outside the part of the mandrel that will be wound.
At this point, the operator should ensure that the filament is properly
centered on the extruder roller. After ensuring everything is properly set up,
the build can be resumed in the software.
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6. Once the winding process is complete, it can either be left to cure on its own
or it can be heated to speed up the curing process. Heat shrink tape can be
applied to the completed filament wound par in the same way as the receipt
paper and packing tape. A heat gun can then be mounted to the carriage arm
which can then translate across the mandrel as it slowly spins. This contracts
the heat shrink tape, compressing the part and squeezing out any excess
resin.
7. Once the curing process is complete, the heat shrink tape, if used, can be
removed from the completed part. The part is then slid off the mandrel (if
using a removable mandrel) and the receipt paper and packaging tape can be
removed from the inside of the part. The winding process is then complete.
Note: all parts of the X-Winder that came in contact with the resin should be
thoroughly cleaned after each use before the resin is allowed to harden.

Figure 7. Parts to be taken off and cleaned once a wind is finished
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Figure 8. Cleaning of the delivery head post-wind
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6.2

SYSTEM SHAKEDOWN

Several challenges presented themselves during the first test winds. These were
initially done without epoxy so that there was no cleaning necessary. The first issue
that was noticed was the filament slipping during angle winds.

Figure 9. Angled Fiber Winding Slippage

The first thought was that the tension was too high on the filament itself. This was
improved by removing the elastic strap around the filament roll and by adjusting
the pressure of the squeegee bar. The filament also tended to slip off the delivery
head when it changed direction. The delivery head was moved closer to the part by
adjusting the calibration, and a piece was designed to act as a centering ring and
will be placed just ahead of the filament head. This will be 3D printed at the PRC.
Lastly, the initial wet windings had too much epoxy. The tension on the squeegee
bar was increased with a rubber band to squeeze more epoxy off the filament before
it is wrapped. Lastly, at times the mandrel mounts slipped on the all-thread
mounted in the drill chucks. A part with a hex pattern to mount in the chuck and
bolt holes for the mandrel has been designed to address this issue. These
adjustments are being documented and communicated to Dr. Lineberry and other
PRC staff so that next years team can quickly learn how to use the X-Winder.
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7 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
Due to funding delays and schedule constraints, there is a great deal of future work
that must be done to complete the project. The original project goals included:
assembly of an X-Winder, development of an operating manual for future students,
and fabrication of a body tube using the X-Winder. Currently, the X-Winder is
assembled and has been used to manufacture a hoop-wound test section on a small
0.5 in. diameter mandrel.

Figure 10. Final tube curing on the mandrel

Hoop winding is not ideal for rocket body tubes due to the fact that all longitudinal
strength comes from the epoxy matrix and not from the fibers themselves. This
problem can be solved by winding the fibers at an angle which applies more of the
longitudinal stress to the fibers rather than just the epoxy matrix. The X-Winder is
capable of winding at an angle, however, the team was unable to set it up so that
the fibers would not slip during winding. The fiber slippage results from an
imbalance between the tension of the fiber and the friction on the surface of the
mandrel and causes the fibers to bunch up as shown in Figure 9.
Given more time, the correct balance of tension in the fiber and friction on the
mandrel surface can be determined and the X-Winder will be able to perform an
angled wind. The team was also unable to write a detailed operation procedure, but,
although they are not detailed, X-Winder provides some tutorial videos on how to
use the winder. In summary, future work for the X-Winder would be to balance the
fiber tension and mandrel friction in order to get an angled wind, write a detailed
operation procedure, and manufacture a full body tube. In conclusion, although
there is still some work left to be done, the X-Winder is a valuable addition to the
manufacturing capabilities of both the PRC and UAH and can provide a major cost
reduction to many projects in the future.
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